WEBVTT
NOTE recognizability 0.950
28d3b92f-d131-4fd0-bc0f-bae5076f67fa
00:00:12.460 --> 00:00:17.440
Hi, my name is Jeff Holland and I'm currently a Marriage and Family
Therapist, and the Director of
06de0e99-c0cc-47eb-b52b-eb909eb87b34
00:00:17.440 --> 00:00:21.140
Member Care at Pioneer Bible Translators in Dallas.
cad2b6bb-394d-402a-b37e-2ef346892270
00:00:21.140 --> 00:00:26.020
I'm also the Content Specialist for a new group Chi Rho Culture ShortTerm Missions
0adc9d83-357b-49a1-925a-6f3011d8ebf4
00:00:26.020 --> 00:00:31.010
Solutions. Today I want to share with you about Making Disciples
b97d9916-18c6-40fc-86bd-099184d18835
00:00:31.010 --> 00:00:36.880
of Short-Termer's. I took my first trip as a Short-Termer back in 1989
and I
bf978e77-ff41-4494-a734-f2bd7a59a03d
00:00:36.880 --> 00:00:41.030
later lived for more than twelve years overseas as a Church Planter.
In
509ae42d-4145-452b-af2c-b1d9753cf134
00:00:41.030 --> 00:00:45.420
my nearly thirty years of missions, I've seen some major changes in
Short-Term
3daea666-2535-4b2b-a4df-5576331b9b50
00:00:45.420 --> 00:00:50.050
Trips. Just look at the numbers: most estimates assume that between
ea5c1c68-ba73-4706-aadb-2c272c7311ed
00:00:50.050 --> 00:00:55.120
one and a-half and two Million Americans go on international trips
every year. That's
7aceb2db-6832-41c6-a6cc-8c0c03f53d94
00:00:55.120 --> 00:00:59.860
more than triple the number of people who are going back in the 90's.
If on

aaea7bf4-2eae-4f2b-8a92-124db246fb7c
00:00:59.860 --> 00:01:04.860
average that each spend a conservative $1,000 or so, we're talking up
to
c8c0b65d-bb0c-4ec2-a7e7-bf84003e1770
00:01:04.860 --> 00:01:08.120
$2 Billion a year.
31ff87ff-7db5-4895-b0b1-ea3bb67b9440
00:01:08.120 --> 00:01:11.530
But, what's the impact that this is all having?
c9cf3aa6-bf0e-4af4-9345-64f74179c8a2
00:01:11.530 --> 00:01:13.730
Is positive impact
ef75a100-94ef-4a49-b985-14c69682e2e8
00:01:13.730 --> 00:01:16.880
simply equated with sending out more people?
1890796e-97b7-4e05-89f2-4ca5017fd3e1
00:01:16.880 --> 00:01:20.130
I don't think so. Over my twelve years as a missionary
e9783143-b4b2-44c6-9a86-838358769704
00:01:20.130 --> 00:01:24.370
in Africa we saw a lot of great Short-Termer's. Others were welle2ebc008-046e-4424-8e86-432c2fb6c024
00:01:24.370 --> 00:01:27.980
intentioned but actually burdensome for our team.
def269a2-f624-4229-92f6-dd47b1f42eab
00:01:27.980 --> 00:01:32.970
Positive impact in Short-Term Missions is not simply measured in
quantity,
fcc12ada-2df6-4122-9505-5e7fc5e852b4
00:01:32.970 --> 00:01:38.700
but in quality. The kingdom will benefit more from a few good
disciples,
b8817f38-6f25-4487-b926-32959bad0a01
00:01:38.700 --> 00:01:41.160
than from hundreds of haphazard vacationers.
16f79a8b-5107-4d4a-9886-5ca9f159669c
00:01:42.280 --> 00:01:46.760

We often focus on things like the statistics - the number of kids that
are
a430d12a-e96d-47b6-8c6f-8f4e0fcc6326
00:01:46.760 --> 00:01:51.590
VBS, the number of walls built, or those that are painted, the number
4087a7d4-b95a-4776-aef5-808ff697d025
00:01:51.590 --> 00:01:56.000
of people treated at the clinic, but what about the people that we
lead on
29cb86b0-9ba7-4060-ac57-fe560b805dca
00:01:56.000 --> 00:02:01.690
these trips? Are they coming away changed? That's impact.
3ca7963a-9789-432d-9b8a-a1bad5035199
00:02:01.690 --> 00:02:06.620
I'm convinced that if we invest in the discipling of the trip
participants
f6066781-873d-4d26-b49c-44bd0fc0ea7e
00:02:06.620 --> 00:02:11.480
before and after that trip, we will see their lives transformed and
that
41ac09a3-e0db-48a8-8ed0-b2a075eb5acd
00:02:11.480 --> 00:02:15.820
will have a greater impact on the communities that we go to. With the
right
0ce91259-1b88-4dbe-8073-deaf23e21f23
00:02:15.820 --> 00:02:20.530
training, someone who signs up merely as a Volun-tourist can become a
a5858517-5ff0-4278-a8a1-0baf3d20228f
00:02:20.530 --> 00:02:23.270
Learner, a Guest, and an Ambassador for
9ebe268e-a7c7-4424-afd6-149a98bbca70
00:02:23.270 --> 00:02:28.990
Christ to experience his personal transformation. Friesen published a
research back in
ee584c2f-c264-4631-9e37-17e5c1951acf
00:02:28.990 --> 00:02:33.060
2005 on the Effectiveness of Short-Term Missions, in reference
cfe67da8-41ce-419b-bd53-a0dd13aec97a
00:02:33.060 --> 00:02:37.290

to the Long-Term Impact of Trip Participants he said,
958272f6-d56b-46a7-860c-767256f1f88b
00:02:37.290 --> 00:02:42.050
"Those who lack either pre or post discipleship
0edec81c-24f6-440d-b7fc-c00694e71b64
00:02:42.050 --> 00:02:45.690
were far inferior in the results.
968ab92b-a73e-471d-9472-e241d4a36373
00:02:45.690 --> 00:02:50.080
The anticipation of a Short-Term Mission experience provides
ad4028e4-bc79-4958-85dd-7a6f451f7b58
00:02:50.080 --> 00:02:55.290
a unique teachable moment in the life of a participant. To miss this
disciple4c26571e-166d-49ec-88a0-16f87b0c4bf9
00:02:55.290 --> 00:03:00.160
ship training window is an irresponsible use of the Short-Term
Mission
8b8c2523-20fd-4a3f-ae7e-ec8d111f12d6
00:03:00.160 --> 00:03:00.660
experience.
5fb9980a-5155-49c1-8e73-1730577b01d0
00:03:01.960 --> 00:03:05.820
What a great quote. So how do we make great disciples into
e85f3477-7a15-4c54-baef-a47358078775
00:03:05.820 --> 00:03:09.780
Short-Termer's? I'm not suggesting that you have to have your Youth
d8958c97-045a-42b9-b348-2b5cf3740839
00:03:09.780 --> 00:03:14.510
Group or Medical Team go out and everyone get a Master's degree or a
certificate
158cd1b6-7db4-4ded-82ac-0ba2e5d6fd5b
00:03:14.510 --> 00:03:19.620
and short-term missions I actually teach graduate and undergraduate
mission classes and I've
a0089ddf-3297-4a57-a147-56eaf801c514
00:03:19.620 --> 00:03:24.300
recognized that an "A" in my class and all the books that are read
don't necessarily make

9ca56d7e-43a8-43d0-98bd-6d97b437d91e
00:03:24.300 --> 00:03:28.960
for a great Short-Term Mission experience. The best growth occurs
cbe4d2a3-d998-49bd-869b-86d7ad2a7740
00:03:28.960 --> 00:03:29.610
through reflection,
3f2b0a5e-7d0c-415c-ba89-a31de4ed0b1c
00:03:30.660 --> 00:03:32.370
learning to pray,
139e809b-564b-42f6-a1a8-385d92ae6771
00:03:32.370 --> 00:03:34.270
and learning to be a better team-mate.
140f1aa0-9072-4feb-bcc3-2d920738ccdb
00:03:35.530 --> 00:03:40.770
It's on the Trip Leaders though. We, as a Sending Community, we have
to
19e20682-a28d-4411-ab29-f9c3adbb3c77
00:03:40.770 --> 00:03:46.120
make sure that Trip Participants are discipled before and
c910ecb4-49aa-4892-b795-7a376c763929
00:03:46.120 --> 00:03:49.200
after the trip. Too often we shy
392ff226-d9d4-44e2-bd10-33ba58fe1f35
00:03:49.200 --> 00:03:54.170
away from celebrating the growth of the Trip Participant. We're afraid
that somehow
73338e7d-c475-4e10-a983-9487524262b0
00:03:54.170 --> 00:03:56.870
or another personal growth might be seen as selfish.
796f5956-c4f9-45ee-b5a1-c86b723dc4a3
00:03:57.880 --> 00:04:01.800
But a well-discipled participant has the humility,
f4c0ec9c-1b5a-4405-9da6-cd52951e3eba
00:04:02.900 --> 00:04:05.770
the humility to admit that there's a lot to learn
584d599b-b05f-4795-abd0-72271f54ba4a
00:04:05.770 --> 00:04:10.780
from the communities that we visit and partner with. You see, we go

cdfdc43f-3714-4e90-980b-b06636e166c7
00:04:10.780 --> 00:04:17.000
as partners with these people that we serve and we partner with God.
e4c771e8-1ee7-49a7-a1af-ae11c26662b4
00:04:17.000 --> 00:04:21.870
As a Trip Leader, your mission field consists of the people that you
lead.
859abde3-998a-486d-a1e7-a7a73d0683e0
00:04:21.870 --> 00:04:26.740
You're from their culture and you have a chance to develop lasting
relationships with
f1a7b925-cc47-4232-8bd6-4c8597ceff6a
00:04:26.740 --> 00:04:31.130
them but discipleship is much harder to quantify than the number of
walls
8683d31d-a825-476a-a6c6-87f0cf9e91c4
00:04:31.130 --> 00:04:35.220
that you build, or pills that you hand out. And you can't just take a
picture of what you
ce76cf5d-85fa-4786-b02b-bbf4271cd50d
00:04:35.220 --> 00:04:39.780
can accomplish when you invest in discipleship. However,
921cbff5-862b-463e-a1ea-ef2977dd6327
00:04:40.850 --> 00:04:43.340
think about the example of Jesus,
95d73237-7913-4be8-9920-e2f432e2ab74
00:04:43.340 --> 00:04:48.340
He invested three years of his life and twelve men who then discipled
others and
0354fb43-5bee-4e6d-94d7-7e5948a1bbb7
00:04:48.340 --> 00:04:52.890
the Jesus Movement survived and continues today.
25655663-eede-4ce6-a7f0-e6f05f7f92a0
00:04:52.890 --> 00:04:57.740
Short-term trips make disciples of those that we prepare,
3ab2f463-70d9-47c7-b28a-d8770dbd88b4
00:04:57.740 --> 00:05:02.840
that we lead through their service, and we bring back home for
debriefing.

50bac277-0278-4554-a8f1-9690c068d5c9
00:05:02.840 --> 00:05:06.290
A defining aspect of discipleship is being present
63ffe843-6d89-4913-a83f-a31de364b8f9
00:05:06.290 --> 00:05:10.580
in someone's life during an event and we help them to make sense of
those
60b60c84-2209-4852-be29-95b5407069e1
00:05:10.580 --> 00:05:13.720
events and Mission Trips - short-term
d3bd1c79-b080-4384-8932-9c78100c1284
00:05:13.720 --> 00:05:18.700
ones - are exactly those kinds of events advance so that leaders
84aa26b2-c36d-4e5d-9959-979676f2ac70
00:05:18.700 --> 00:05:25.370
can see into the lives of people and make disciples of those who go.
1989484f-92ce-49d4-8aa6-b047a5119fa4
00:05:25.370 --> 00:05:26.760
Here's some tips for
191293d0-561b-4c24-bb07-ac178e388206
00:05:26.760 --> 00:05:29.830
effective disciple-making on Short-Term Trips.
8d4a99a5-6ed7-4de3-b985-5f86ea7bc630
00:05:31.010 --> 00:05:35.630
Model concept such as humility. Teach your group to
d5b5b1e0-da18-443a-9156-83f775f189c4
00:05:35.630 --> 00:05:39.880
stop, listen, to watch, and to serve.
bc51494b-9022-4b2c-9f74-7bcbbb0a2e34
00:05:41.300 --> 00:05:45.030
Demonstrate submission to Local Leaders rather than going in with
7b851818-618c-4bb0-a464-39e08232be40
00:05:45.030 --> 00:05:49.770
assumptions of what the locals need from us.
6c82aa72-0da5-495d-95af-8f6933344bb1
00:05:49.770 --> 00:05:54.030
Emphasize relationships over accomplishments - relationships with the

0a870683-50d3-47b7-9bf9-4bfbdfef47b7
00:05:54.030 --> 00:05:54.530
locals;
48976992-7e6e-4dcc-b8f4-68be23d90252
00:05:55.600 --> 00:05:59.890
with Jesus; and with other teammates. And fundraise
0cf89870-ebbf-462f-a93d-197ee682a013
00:05:59.890 --> 00:06:04.770
with integrity instead of raising money by making people feel sorry
for the people
c7e34181-b1eb-433c-b82d-a17bdbd325fc
00:06:04.770 --> 00:06:08.720
to be visited. We give our host honor instead of
cd82f0b8-93ef-4812-850e-89d2a42c35bf
00:06:08.720 --> 00:06:10.630
making the people think of
92cfea76-f118-46fe-84cd-65cb8041e962
00:06:10.630 --> 00:06:14.560
us as those who are going to go and save these poor people over
5030c220-7b37-4500-ac62-7f35cdb1916d
00:06:14.560 --> 00:06:19.220
in some place. We state with sincerity that Jesus is Savior and
5cb5b10f-97d8-460b-a3ed-23aa53ec745b
00:06:19.220 --> 00:06:24.000
we're privileged to join in His work as his simple servants.
89a560a5-94b6-469d-8998-4d47350d2cfc
00:06:24.000 --> 00:06:28.960
Discipleship as Short-Termer's is more than lectures it requires
leaders to walk
817b2cfe-e2e3-4605-9497-d91427e4bf5c
00:06:28.960 --> 00:06:34.670
step-by-step with the Short-Termer. But it's complicated these days.
e0bcc10f-58db-4b1c-9b2f-b5d10e4b4ec1
00:06:34.670 --> 00:06:39.660
We can't always get all the participants together several times before
the trip but
12c55cf5-e545-499e-9905-f9d1870b6abc
00:06:39.660 --> 00:06:43.860
there are still things that we can do to prepare them on the front-

end.
c7792929-d1b9-42dc-9f6f-13eeda27e39f
00:06:43.860 --> 00:06:48.510
Even if the people of your group are scattered coast-to-coast. Here
10de2030-35f0-4194-bcb0-1305fedff14c
00:06:48.510 --> 00:06:54.850
are some practical things that you can do with your team in order to
make them disciples.
e20b1ca5-ea97-4d1b-9e26-200cf16eee73
00:06:54.850 --> 00:07:01.380
Pick a book for everyone to read and discuss. I suggest "When Helping
Hurts".
a044bbc0-8af6-4b24-9d75-afcb21f0dc97
00:07:01.380 --> 00:07:05.400
Use tools like Google Hangouts or other video formats
9d53f9cf-7849-4261-84e1-66d25d574a31
00:07:05.400 --> 00:07:12.040
so that your people can actually meet in person even if it's not faceto-face.
cb2afaaa-2a68-4eeb-8f78-a4ac7ddd4cac
00:07:12.040 --> 00:07:15.050
Encourage participants to start sending out monthly
772f6129-f1a8-4822-806c-5465aa538355
00:07:15.050 --> 00:07:19.640
prayer updates and support letters. They can have their Prayer
Warriors
9fe23ccd-68af-4f8b-ac8f-97182aeac160
00:07:19.640 --> 00:07:25.930
informed in advance. And you can use tilt tools like MailChimp.
4accb51c-4154-440a-a8c6-cd7bbb71c1cb
00:07:25.930 --> 00:07:30.220
I also want to encourage you to check out Chi Rho Culture or
a5963b5a-8d04-406f-b379-8c8885028e3d
00:07:30.220 --> 00:07:34.870
XPCulture.com. Our Researches led us to develop ninety minutes
780704d7-10b3-45da-a9b9-65a271eaa6b9
00:07:34.870 --> 00:07:39.340
of succinct but enriching two-minute videos. They can be covered on

d63692d9-8d01-4398-b819-5987d60b78c3
00:07:39.340 --> 00:07:43.910
the participants on time. Our videos have discussion and journal
d5d5667a-7be0-4b6c-81ee-7e3ad79ad0d0
00:07:43.910 --> 00:07:48.680
props, we have a number of team activity ideas, and relevant
resources.
83839722-2fb8-40ae-aaa8-ec36b982e605
00:07:48.680 --> 00:07:53.470
You can upload your own content and you can make sure that you have
the important date
d826a423-beab-43f2-a74c-dcbb016e8f96
00:07:53.470 --> 00:07:58.420
selected on the group calendar. You can send an email to everyone
directly
a60cf94b-b7d9-403e-aea5-a1da0862f5d2
00:07:58.420 --> 00:08:03.370
from our platform and track everyone's progress through the
curriculum. It's all
0958cbde-05ee-4676-8eef-7a3387fbc20e
00:08:03.370 --> 00:08:07.000
focused on promoting personal growth and team interaction.
182f5a79-4729-4bf6-aeb3-ed49b9c06dfd
00:08:08.350 --> 00:08:14.030
It's for: before you go, during your trip, and after you get back.
81070c4f-ae04-4000-894a-4e12a33d7002
00:08:14.030 --> 00:08:16.020
We have curriculum and resources
5309a7f6-61ab-4386-ba97-2ca5d5c7aaa4
00:08:16.020 --> 00:08:21.850
for debriefing throughout the time and especially after the trip.
9e91ff4d-491e-4aff-9b15-8f8afadc0460
00:08:21.850 --> 00:08:26.330
Discipleship as Short-Termer's is not impossible, it simply requires
the
28b88e5a-2661-4368-b03d-9a9af9831c26
00:08:26.330 --> 00:08:29.330
right tools and Cairo Culture
ddf29ef9-ce9d-4a10-82dc-2b679a5bb8b6

00:08:29.330 --> 00:08:32.380
puts those tools right in front of you so that you can more easily
d46b8125-2c68-44d9-a658-57a9935b0280
00:08:32.380 --> 00:08:36.070
and effectively disciple those that you're leading.
4b18db9b-170b-4167-b5c9-57a4eb4df080
00:08:36.070 --> 00:08:40.340
So, here's what I hope that you take away from my talk today, ShortTerm
3ca6fe31-8168-4d90-9e94-2841c75bed8d
00:08:40.340 --> 00:08:45.290
Mission Impact is not based on how many people you will send or how
much work
3fa97937-53fb-4d6c-9b71-f3ccd47b53c0
00:08:45.290 --> 00:08:50.460
your group can accomplish. It's about making disciples of the ShortTerm Mission
7921a3a2-6205-460a-9f36-2c452ee56d02
00:08:50.460 --> 00:08:50.960
Participants.
8d3059cb-5cb3-45de-974c-27ea42259df5
00:08:52.400 --> 00:08:56.080
This will naturally lead to more impact for those that
c216a6cc-d23a-46fa-9561-8a9efffc4235
00:08:56.080 --> 00:08:58.340
your group goes to serve.
631b6ac5-44ab-4fdc-a5f2-7dde0d60dcc8
00:08:58.340 --> 00:09:03.200
If you're leading a trip I pray that you will steward the
responsibility that God has
25e6859a-6597-4836-be4d-6fbee5047bf4
00:09:03.200 --> 00:09:11.110
given you and rely on him to work through you to make disciples of the
Short-Termer.

